
How to look after your pool… 

 

 
Regular Maintenance 
 
DAILY – Dose the pool with chlorine (automatic chlorinators excepted). Empty skimmer basket. 
 
WEEKLY – Check filter pressure & if necessary hose cartridge filters or backwash D.E. and sand 
filters. Empty skimmer & pump baskets. Test pool water & balance.  Check automatic chlorinators 
(injectors on chlorine pumps & cells on salt chlorinators) & clean if necessary.  Dose pool in summer 
(to supplement chlorinator). Check pool water level. 
 
MONTHLY – Get water tested at a pool shop, especially for salt. Check pressure after backwashing 
on D.E. filters (if it stays high they need to be disassembled and cleaned).  Check for water leaking 
down drain on sand or D.E. filters. Check plumbing & equipment for leaks or odd noises. 
 
Equipment 
 
PUMPS – If not pumping properly check that pump basket is clean.  Check that when running the 
basket is full of water.  If there are air bubbles it means there is a leak somewhere between the skimmer 
and the pump basket.  Check the lid is sealed properly and check the rubber connector.  If the pump is 
above water level you may need to prime it to get it started.  Ensure the pump basket is full of water, 
seal the lid and run the pump for 1-2 minutes.  It should start within this time. Once you see bubbles 
coming back into the pool it means the pump is starting.  If it takes longer than 2 minutes, stop the 
pump and repeat the process. 
 
CARTRIDGE FILTERS – These are the simplest filters to maintain.  To remove the lid simply open 
the air release then undo the clamp/bolts or lid.  Once open the cartridge can be easily removed.  
Simply hose it under a garden hose to clean.  If you find that even after cleaning the pressure on the 
gauge stays high the cartridge may need an acid wash or cartridge cleaner.  This is simply an overnight 
soak in a 10-1 water/acid solution or a purpose cartridge cleaner. 
 
SAND FILTERS – Once installed these filters never need to be opened.  The sand should be good for 
over 15 years and need only be replaced if you have major problems.  Always turn the pump off whjen 
moving the valve handle.  When filtering the pool the valve handle should point  to filter.  To clean the 
pool simply rotate this handle to backwash then run the filter until the water in the sight glass or 
running down the drain is clear.  Then turn the handle to rinse and run for 1 minute to clear the pipes.  
Then return the handle to filter.  Circulate/recirculate/auxilliary pumps the water straight back to the 
pool without filtering.  Waste/drain pumps the water directly to the drain. Closed blocks the pipes (do 
not run pump on closed).  If water leaks down the drain (when on filter) you may need to replace the 
gasket (cartwheel shaped o-ring) inside the valve. 
 
D.E. FILTERS – These are the best filters but require some maintenance. When filtering the pool the 
valve handle should point  to filter.  Always turn the pump off when moving the valve handle.  To 
clean the pool simply rotate this handle to backwash then run the filter until the water in the sight glass 
or running down the drain is clear.  Then turn the handle to rinse and run for 1 minute to clear the 
pipes.  Then return the handle to filter. Add D.E. powder to skimmer box while filter is running. If the 
pressure on the filter remains high after cleaning you will have to disassemble the filter and clean out 
the filter manually.  Circulate/recirculate/auxilliary pumps the water straight back to the pool without 
filtering.  Waste/drain pumps the water directly to the drain. Closed blocks the pipes (do not run pump 
on closed).  If water leaks down the drain (when on filter) you may need to replace the gasket 
(cartwheel shaped o-ring) inside the valve.  
 
CHLORINATORS – Chlorine pumps (e.g. Rola Chem) require the injectors (where it connects to 
pipe) cleaned regularly.  If you find the pump cannot pick up chlorine from the drum check the tubes 
for air leaks.  Salt Chlorinators must be cleaned regularly (weekly/fortnightly).  To clean the cell it can 
be hosed out, washed with warm water, or if really dirty, soaked in a 10-1 water/acid or cell cleaner 
solution to clean (do not leave for too long).  Check the salt level at a pool shop every month.  If the 
salt is fine and the cell is clean but the chlorinator is not producing much then the cell may be worn.   

If you have any problems, questions or queries then please call us and we will be happy to assist. 
 

7 Eldon Avenue, Georges Hall NSW 2198 
Phone: 9791-9700  Fax: 9791-0267 

www.poolclinic.com.au 


